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 Currently, many companies use data mining for various implementations. 

One form of implementation is intrusion detection system (IDS). In IDS, the 

main problem for nuisance network administrators in detecting attacks is 

false alerts. Regardless of the methods implemented by this system, 

eliminating false alerts is still a huge problem. To describe data traffic 

passing through the network, a database of the network security layer (NSL) 

knowledge discovery in database (KDD) dataset is used. The massive traffic 

of data sent over the network contains excessive and duplicated amounts of 

information. This causes the classifier to be biased, reduce classification 

accuracy, and increase false alert. To that end, we proposed a model that 

significantly improve the accuracy of the intrusion detection system by 

eliminating false alerts, whether they are false negative or false positive 

negative alerts. The results show that the proposed intelligent exoplanet 

atmospheric retrieval (INARA) algorithm has improved accuracy and is able 

to detect new attack types efficiently. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Human life today is inseparable from the important role of information and communication 

technology. The use of the internet and computer networks is increasing rapidly because of the human need 

to obtain information and to keep businesses running. In terms of technology, especially related to security 

technology, it also has a history of technological development. Starting with passive security defense systems 

such as firewalls, which later developed into active security defense systems such as intrusion detection 

technology. Attacks often occur quickly and are almost difficult to recognize in large data traffic on the 

network. Most of today's products of network security are manually operated by security experts. This 

operation causes unknown attacks not only difficult to detect, but the detection rate and timeliness is also a 

big problem. 

In this regard, realizing the adaptive operation of the intrusion detection system (IDS) becomes an 

urgent and necessary need by combining data mining and intelligence technology. This intrusion detection 

classifies normal events and abnormal events massively from the data in the network so that the type of 

attack can be found. For this reason, most researchers examine their IDS systems to improve the IDS 

accuracy and reduce false warning. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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In general, intrusion detection technology is distributed in two types: anomaly detection and misuse 

detection [1]. Misuse detection or signature detection aims to determine the intrusion pattern by known 

attacks and completing the detection task by assessing the pattern of intrusion. The disadvantage of misuse 

detection is detect only known attacks in advance. Misuse detections have false alerts when the normal 

packet pattern matches the attack pattern or signature [2]. The challenge in implementing this IDS is difficult 

to distinguish normal and abnormal traffic or precised to the existing range of detection knowledge and failed 

to detect attacks outside of existing knowledge. 

The second type of IDS is anomaly detection. This detection does not refer to specific behavior such 

as detection criteria but refers to the using of resources or user behavior in determining whether they have 

been attacked. Anomaly detection implementations are relatively robust and successfully detect extraneous 

attacks, and are not limited by known attack modes. The common weakness of this IDS is rating of false 

detection, particularly in a multi-user environment. This is also due to the structure of network, parameters of 

system, changing of working conditions, and other elements of this detection system. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Currently, there has been a lot of research models on effective intrusion detection classification. As 

the following examples, in [3], a hybrid intrusion detection system that combines anomaly and misuse 

detection is proposed. Some intrusion detection system have applied other learning algorithms, such as 

genetic algorithms, artificial neural networks, and support vector machines (SVM) [4]–[7]. Research by Ali 

[8] the honeybee framework used to increase IDS detection rate by an overall rate of 99.1%. Research by 

Dhakar and Tiwari [9] a hybrid intrusion detection system achieved an accuracy of 99.96%. Chen et al. [10] 

presented a graphical feature generation approach and achieved an accuracy of 98.54%. Shawe and Abbas 

[11] introduced a standard for increasing accuracy using singular value decomposition (SVD) enhancement 

by reducing data, and the classification algorithms used is back propagation neural network (BPNN) with an 

accuracy of 94,34%. Studies in [12]–[17] have higher detection rates and false alarm rates, also integrated of 

classification and clustering reached better results. In [18] and [19], analysis of fuzzy cluster is used to 

classify data and achieved better results. In [20]–[22] uses neighborhood algorithms for classification. The 

literature by Ibrahimi and Ouaddane [23] uses the data dimension reduction method to analyze data features. 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

False alerts in intrusion detection and lowering IDS detection rates are a challenge for network 

administrators. The main objective is to minimize the warning level caused by classification bias. This bias is 

caused by duplicated or redundant instances and differences in attacks distribution across classes in the data 

set. To that end, we introduce an enhanced model to reduce false warning rates and increase classification 

accuracy using intelligent exoplanet atmospheric retrieval (INARA) algorithm. INARA algorithm is a meta 

learning technique designed to improve the classification performance of J-48 [1]. 

The proposed model is carried out in five steps. Firstly, is the preprocessing step. Output of this step 

is pre-processed data. The second step is to clean data from duplicate data. Output of this phase is a removed 

set of duplicated data set. The third step is the classification process used to compare the performance of the 

most popular classification algorithms in machine learning. The fourth step enhances the best classifier from 

third stage using INARA algorithm. The fifth step is the evaluation stage. We implemented the enhanced 

classifier from the fourth step to the pre-processed data set and clean data sets [24]. The structure model of 

this research is shown in Figure 1. We used RapidMiner tools in conducting our experiments. The input data 

set is the network security layer (NSL) knowledge discovery in database (KDD) (494021 instances and 23 

classes (22 attacks and normal)). 

 

3.1.  Pre-processing stage (data preparation) 

Some of the work carried out at this stage is: i) implemented a numeric filter to a nominal attribute 

in an attribute with a symbolic value, ii) implemented rename face value filter, iii) implemented remove 

unused class value filters. 

 

3.2.  Cleaning data stage 

In cleaning up redundant instance data, a duplicate removal filter is implemented. The rename face 

value filter has been applied to non-duplicated data sets, further removing obsolete class value filters. The 

result of this step is a clean data set. 
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Figure 1. Model structure 

 

 

3.3.  Classification stage 

In this stage, it has been implemented some of the most famous classification algorithms, including 

tree algorithms (J-48 and random forest), Bayes algorithms (Naive Bayes), functions (liblinear), and rule 

algorithms (part and Jrip). All these algorithms performed multilevel 10-fold cross-validation. In this last 

stage, selected the best classifier with the lowest false warning and highest accuracy after comparing 

accuracy of all classifiers. 

 

3.4.  Improved best classifier stage 

To enhance the best classifier, INARA algorithm is used. The result is an improved classifier. This 

classifier is used to classify the data being tested. 

 

3.5.  Evaluation stage 

In this phase, pre-processing stage data is used as input data. The improved classifier from the 

previous step were applied to examine the data. Evaluated the performance of the improved classifier on the 

tested data, regarding the results for each class of false positive warning and false negative warnings. It also 

relates to overall accuracy and false alert rates. 

 

3.6.  Performance measurement  

General criteria for evaluating the efficiency model are accuracy, precision, false positive rate, true 

positive rate, and overall, of false warning. The evaluation parameters are shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Confusion matrix evaluation 

Actual class 
Classified class 

Normal Attack 

Normal TN FP 
Attack FN TP 

 

 

Where: True positive (TP): means attack instances are classified as attacks. 

 True negative (TN): means normal instances classified as normal. 

 False positive (FP): means normal instances classified as attacks. 

 False negative (FN): means attack instances classified as normal. 

 

Referring to those terms, true positive rate (TPR) is used to describe the correct number of instances 

classified to the right class. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.  Pre-processing stage (data preparation) 

The input used consists of 494021 instances and 23 classes consist of 3 nominal features and 38 

numeric features. The data set is taken from NSL KDD data set. This first data set consists of preprocessing 

data with 23 classes and the second data set consists of 5 classes from the tested data. Output of this stage is 

two datasets of 494021 instances consist of 7 nominal features and 34 numeric features. 

 

4.2.  Elimination duplication stage 

Input in this stage is data from pre-processing step. All duplicate instances were removed so that the 

data set was reduced to 70% and obtained a proper data set of 145586 instances which were spreaded into 5 

classes, see Table 2. 

 

 

Table 2. Distribution of instances in the clean data set 
Normal DOS U2R R2L Probe Total 

87832 54572 52 999 2131 145586 

 

 

4.3.  Classification stage 

Clean data from the previous stage is classified using the best classifier in all classifiers 

environment. The results are shown in Figure 2, where accuracy of J-48 classifier achieved 99.80%, random 

forest 99.50%, part 95.50%, Jrip 99.70%, liblinear 97.48%, and Naïve Bayes 90,78%. Meanwhile, the false 

alarms from J-48 classifier were 0.07%, random forest 0.08%, part 0.12%, Jrip 0.09%, liblinear 0.10%, and 

Naïve Bayes at 0.15%, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 2. Accuracy of classifier false alert percentage on classification stage 

 

 

4.4.  Enhanced best classifier stage 

In this stage, we used INARA Algorithm (the meta learning algorithm by the multi-class classifier to 

increase J-48). In the experiment conducted, the accuracy was 99.96% and the false alarm rate was 0.05% 

which was better than the J-48, see Figure 3. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Accuracy and false alert comparison for J-48 and proposed model 

 

 

4.5.  Evaluation stage 

In the evaluation stage, we implemented an improved classifier by integrating multi class classifier 

and J-48. This improved classifier examined data set from: pre-processing stage, remove duplication stage, 

and the origin data set. The 10-fold cross-validation test method is used to provide more accurate results than 
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the data split method, where the number of false alerts and the tested data has changed along with the change 

in the ratio of the separated data. 

The proposed model achieved an improved detection rates for all classes, the lowest false alarm rate 

of 0.01% and the highest accuracy of 99.99% which is better than other models discussed. We surveyed 

various models used to improve IDS performance. Khraisat et al. [25] used an adjusted dataset in a smaller 

number of instances, but its model has a high false positive warning. Research by Siamese [12] models 

achieve the best accuracy using split mode to test the data. So, we compared the proposed model with the 

Siamese model using a 10-fold cross-validation for more accuracy.  

The proposed model achieved the lowest false warning and the best detection rate for all classes on 

the test data set from the preprocessing stage. While the overall accuracy is 99.99% and false warnings are 

0.01%, see Figure 5. 

We tested the model on clean data from the pre-processing phase and removed duplicates. The test 

results show that the proposed model achieved lower false alerts and better accuracy in all classes, see Figure 

4. The overall accuracy is 99.95% and false alerts are 0.05%, while the accuracy of Siamese is 99.88% and 

false warning of 0.12%. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4. True positive and false alert rate (all class) on clean data 

 

 

Figure 5 shows that proposed model reduces false warning and increases the rating of detection for 

the normal class and the DOS class. In addition, it increases the detection rate of other models from 60% to 

77% of the U2R class has the lowest illustration of data set. Additionally, it increases the R2L class and 

probe class despite lower instance counts in each class in the original data set. The proposed model reduces 

false warning and improved accuracy of detection for normal classes shown in Figure 6. See Figure 7 for the 

DOS category which has six styles of attacks (smurf, land, pod, teardrop back, and neptune). 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5. True positive and false alert rate on test data 

 

 

  
 

Figure 6. True negative and false alert rate for 10% KDD cup 
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Figure 7. Detection rate and false alert for DOS category 

 

 

The data set of the DOS category has the highest representation and good training for its attacks, so 

most classifiers get a good detection rate. Figure 7 shows that the increased accuracy of the proposed model 

was obtained zero false warnings on attacks, despite having the lowest number of occurrences in detecting 4 

types of attacks (back, teardrop, smurf, and ground). The proposed model is better than Siamese model which 

only detects 2 attacks (pod and teardrop). An increase in the accuracy of the total detection rate was also 

obtained in the probe category with four styles of attacks (Ipsweep, Nmap, Portsweep, and Satan). For 

inspection, see Figure 8. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 8. Detection rate and false alert for probe category 

 

 

Figure 8 shows that the proposed model increases rating of detection for all attacks even though 

probe category representation is lower, while the least number of instances is obtained in the Nmap attack. 

There are eight styles of attacks in R2L category, consist of: warezclient, warezmaster, spy, phf, multihop, 

imap, guess_password, and ftp_write. This category has a lower representation of the data set than the 

number of instances in most attacks. The proposed model can increase the rating of detection by detecting 

seven styles of attacks, whereas Siamese can only detect four styles, see Figure 9. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 9. Detection rate and false alert for R2L category 

 

 

In the guess_password attack, the proposed model can improve the overall detection rate, as shown 

in Figure 9. In addition, three styles of attacks (ftp_write of 37.5%, phf of 75%, and multihop of 14.5%) 

could be detected by the proposed model, whereas the Siamese model failed to detect any of the three styles 

of attacks. In the U2R category with four attack styles (perl, rootkit, loadmodule, and buffer_overflow), the 

proposed model can increase rating of detection by detecting new attacks, which the Siamese model was 

unsuccesfull to do, see Figure 10. 
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The Siamese model failed to detect U2R attacks, while the proposed model was able to detect three 

new attacks (buffer with a percentage of 80%, loadmodule with a percentage of 20% and Perl with a 

percentage of 50%), as shown in Figures 10. Finally, the experimental results show that the proposed model 

achieved the lowest false warning and the best rating in detection. In addition, it also successfully detected 

five new attacks. Figure 11 show comparisons with other models in the related work section. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 10. Detection rate and false alert for U2R category 

 

 

  
 

Figure 11. Detection rate and false alert of overall model 
 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper proposed an enhanced model for elimination false warning and increase accuracy of IDS 

by selecting the best classifier. Improved detection was achieved by proposed model for all classes especially 

for classes with the least representation in a data set such as U2R. False positive warnings have also been 

minimized, thus preventing four styles of attacks (smurf, land, teardrop, and back) in the DOS category. In 

addition, three new attacks (multihop, phf, and ftp_write) in the R2L category. On the other hand, there are 

two new attacks (loadmodule and Perl) in the U2R category were successfully detected by the proposed 

model, although the number of attacks was lower. In the end, the best overall accuracy of 99.98% with the 

lowest false alert rate of 0.02% was achieved by proposed model. 
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